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MEDICAL CENTRE OPENING HOURS
0800 - 1800 each weekday. In addition the centre is open 1830 - 2000 on
Tuesdays for appointments only. The Medical Centre is closed at the
weekend and on Bank Holidays.
The Medical Centre will be closed for staff training during the afternoons
of Wednesday 18 May and Thursday 7 July.
On days the Centre is open, telephone lines do not open
until 0830 and close at 1800. If you call between 1330 and
1400 you will be given an alternative number to contact
the centre for emergency use only. Before 0830, after 1800
and at all times on days when the Centre is closed calls
are diverted to our out of hours service Shropdoc.

SHAWBIRCH MEDICAL CENTRE
PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP

MAY NEWSLETTER
www.shawbirchmedicalcentre.nhs.uk

The purpose of this Newsletter is to keep patients of Shawbirch Medical Centre informed on any changes or updates to
the practice, and provide information on medical and associated matters.  It will also keep you updated on the
Shawbirch Patient Participation Group.

NEW PARTNER -
DR HARRIET QUAST

I have just joined Shawbirch Medical Centre
as a partner and as I write this I am
embarking on my fourth busy, but very
happy, week here.

To date I have had a bit of a convoluted
professional route and I have now arrived
at Shawbirch. This is where I intend to
stop for the foreseeable future. For those
of you who meet me you will hear an
accent - that's my South African twang
coming through. I don't think it is
Australian - although I had been working
in Perth (Western Australia) for five
years before returning to the UK in July
2015.

I graduated from Southampton University
in 2002 and have been very blessed to be
working as a doctor following what I can
only describe as my vocation in life since
then.

I like most aspects of General Practice
favouring a 'hands on approach' and hence
enjoy minor surgery.

Apart from my obvious love of medicine
I am a keen runner and will be doing my
fifth marathon on the 24th April in Stratford
upon Avon, I also love to sing and to be out
and about in nature. I am really enjoying
my first spring again!

I look forward to many happy years ahead
here and getting to know you.

2016

DR CHRIS BROWN TO RETIRE
Dr Brown will be retiring as a GP partner with the Medical Centre
from the end of June after 22 years at Shawbirch and over 30 years
as a GP.
He worked out around Christmas time last year that he had been on the
GMC medical register for just over a third of a century!
From July onwards he is looking forward, among other things, to having
more opportunity to regain his fitness levels and concentrate on other
areas of work he finds fulfilling.
Although he will no longer be here at the Shawbirch Medical Centre
taking a share of the day to day workload, he hopes to continue to
make a difference indirectly in his other roles as a GP appraiser and a
mentor for GPs. He is training to be a leader of Balint groups, whose
role is to reduce stress and increase effectiveness of doctors through
gaining an in-depth understanding of the psychological effects of the
doctor - patient relationship.

PATIENT SURVEY RESULTS
Thank you to everyone who completed the patient survey undertaken in
February.  An analysis of the results has been prepared and the Action
Plan prepared by the Patient Participation Group and the Medical Centre
is available to view and download on the Centre’s website
www.shawbirchmedicalcentre.nhs.uk.  Look for ΄2016 Patient Survey΄ in
the pages index.

NEXT PATIENT
PARTICIPATION

GROUP MEETING
The next meeting of the Medical
Centre’s PPG will be held in the
function room at the Pheasant Inn,
Admaston on Thursday 2nd June
at 6.30pm. Anyone interested in
joining the group is welcome to
attend.

DID YOU KNOW?

The NHS deals with over

patients every 36 hours



UK DEMENTIA RATES HAVE FALLEN SHARPLY IN MEN
A UK study of dementia trends over the last 20 years suggests that the number of men developing the condition has
dropped significantly, possibly as a result of lifestyle changes. The study showed an unexpectedly large fall in
the number of people in the UK aged over 65 with signs of dementia between two time periods: 1989-94 and 2008-11.
There was a dramatic decrease in rates of dementia among older men, which almost halved for those aged 80 and over.
Although rates for women also fell, the changes were much smaller. It is unclear why a similar strong trend was not
seen in women.
Both the authors and the media speculate that positive trends in men's health – such as reduced smoking levels,
improved diets, and more men taking regular exercise – could be responsible for the falling rates. While these are
certainly plausible suggestions, they are unproven. However, there is a strong body of evidence that healthy living does
reduce the chances of getting dementia, although it is still no guarantee.
The study was carried out by researchers from Newcastle University and Cambridge University, and was funded by the
Medical Research Council and the National Institute for Health Research. The Daily Mail, The Daily Telegraph and the
Sun all go with the angle that "new men", as the Telegraph quaintly calls them, are healthier, so less likely to get
dementia. The Times, somewhat patronisingly, echoes this with the claim that these days, "men behave themselves". The
Guardian and BBC News are more cautious, saying that the "most likely explanation" is improvements in male health.
Researchers replicated a study first carried out with 7,635 people aged over 65 between 1989 and 1994 from sites around
the UK. They then used the same questions to assess the mental health of a group of 7,762 people between 2008 and 2011
from three of the areas originally studied.
In both studies, people were assessed once, then again two years later, to see if they had developed dementia. This
allowed researchers to calculate the incidence of dementia, or the number of new cases per 1,000 people. They looked to
see whether the incidence had changed in the two decades since the early 90s.

More information on the NHS Choices website

PARKINSON’S
Parkinson's is a progressive condition that affects the brain, often causing symptoms like tremor or shaking, slower
movement and stiffness. Parkinson's doesn’t cause anyone directly to die but the symptoms do worsen over time.
About one person in every 500 has Parkinson’s - that’s about 127,000 people in the UK. Most people who are diagnosed
are over the age of 50 although around 1 in 20 people with the condition first experience symptoms when they are
under 40. Men are more likely to get Parkinson’s than women.
It’s not known yet why exactly people get Parkinson’s or how it can be prevented. It is known that Parkinson’s affects
the part of the brain that controls movement—the Substantia Nigra. Here a chemical called Dopamine acts as a
messenger carrying information between the Substantia Nigra and parts of the brain. People with Parkinson’s have less
Dopamine because the nerve cells that produce it start to die but this happens gradually and it’s only when about 70%
of the nerve cells are affected that the symptoms of Parkinson’s appear.
Everyone who has Parkinson’s experiences different symptoms and this can make it difficult to diagnose so it is
important for patients to see a specialist.
The earliest symptoms often include aching and stiff shoulders. It can take years for further symptoms to develop.
Tremor or shaking is the most common—about 75% of people with Parkinson’s will experience this at some stage and
often this begins in one hand. Slowed down movement is also common such as walking with small shuffling steps and
some people also experience stiffness or cramping in their muscles. These are called motor symptoms because they deal
with movement, but non-motor symptoms such as tiredness, pain, depression, anxiety, problems with memory and
constipation can appear as well.
Parkinson's is a progressive condition and, although the symptoms worsen over time, they can be managed. Doctors
may prescribe a variety of drugs, therapies, and in some cases surgery that may stop
or reduce someone’s symptoms.
A cure for Parkinson’s is possible and the Parkinson’s UK charity has funded over 50
million pounds of research into Parkinson’s.
The Telford and Wrekin Parkinson’s Support Group offers information, friendship
and  support to local people with Parkinson's, their families and carers. They also
organise regular events and social activities. Join them and meet other people affected
by Parkinson's in your area. They meet at Ketley Community Centre, Holyhead Road,
Ketley TF1 5AN on the last Tuesday of each month from 1 until 3pm.
Alan West, a member of the Medical Centre’s Patient Participation Group is the local
contact and you can email him at alan.west@activedial.co.uk. The Group also has a
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/ telfordandwrekinparkinsonssupportgroup.


